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Official Name of Suggestion
Three Rivers Greenway
Category
Public Space
Location (City)
City of Columbia, City of Cayce, City of West Columbia
Boundaries of Nomination
Along the banks of the Congaree, Broad and Saluda Rivers
Identify the Great Places characteristic(s) that are a part of your place's story.
Livable Built Environment
Harmony with Nature
Resilient Economy
Interwoven Equity
Healthy Community
Responsible Regionalism
Authentic Participation
Narrative describing your nomination's planning story and why it is worthy of a Great Places in SC designation.

Three-Rivers-Greenway.pdf
Website
https://riveralliance.org/project/three-rivers-greenway/
Photos
Cayce-Riverwalk-Battlefield-Connection-2.JPG
Canalside.jpg
Boardwalk.JPG
ThreeRiversGreenwayMap_2015.pdf
River-access.jpg
information-sign.jpg
Contact Name
Wayne Shuler
Phone
(803) 939-3186
Email
wshuler@westcolumbiasc.gov
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Rivers have played a significant role in the development of the Columbia Metropolitan Area. The
Congaree, Saluda and Broad Rivers have been used as a water source, source of electricity, a means for
transportation and a recreational destination, however, the riverbanks were sparsely developed. The
lack of development provided the opportunity “to help the regional community become more engaged
with the Broad, Saluda and Congaree Rivers by making the rivers more accessible to everyone while
keeping them protected.” The River Alliance was created in 1994 with this goal in mind. The Greater
Columbia Chamber of Commerce along with the Cities of Columbia, Cayce and West Columbia, and
Richland and Lexington Counties understood that a permanent organization was needed to oversee the
planning and implementation of what 90 miles of river could be.
The linchpin of the River Alliance’s plan for access to the rivers is the Three Rivers Greenway. This 12 ½
mile linear park connects the three municipalities and two counties with a “…series of riverfront
pathways – where the Broad, Saluda and Congaree rivers meet – include(ing) lighted trails and
boardwalks, outdoor amphitheaters, restrooms and breathtaking view of the Columbia skyline in a dog
friendly and ADA accessible environment that anyone can enjoy.” Gaining access to the greenway is easy
with multiple access points, most with connections to the larger regional sidewalk system including ADA
connections to highway bridges and public roads, and many within easy walking distance to the regional
transit system. The bike share system Blue Bike has bike stations at two of the entrances, further
enhancing the multi-modal access to the greenway; 30% of the greenway users are bicyclists.
The Three Rivers Greenway has become an integral part of the region. It is a vital component of the
Central Midlands Alternative Transportation Plan, providing the “spine” for a commuter connection
between neighborhoods and commercial districts. It has improved water recreation access and provided
a boost to the eco-tourism industry in the region. It has sparked a residential resurgence in the urban
core of the region with tens of millions of dollars in single family and multi-family developments along
the river. It has improved the health and cultural of the region by providing space for concerts, plays,
festivals, walks and runs. Weekend usage is 450 to 500 people per hour.
The infrastructure to support the Three Rivers Greenway was designed to meet the needs of the users,
be sensitive to the environmental impact and respectful to the historic role the rivers have played in the
region. The greenway is lighted, and the poles are numbered to aid emergency response. Emergency call
boxes linked to the 911 system were installed along the greenway to enhance public safety along the
greenway. There are no wetlands impact due to the use of timber boardwalks and bridges, and the
pathways were designed around existing trees. Lastly, environmental and cultural studies are reflected
in a system of wayfinding exhibits along the greenway, providing historic and cultural context to the
roles the rivers have played in the region.
Community consensus was to create a linear park on the three rivers that reflected environmental
sensitive design and is respectful of the cultural resources. The Three Rivers Greenway is the
embodiment of that vision. The greenway will continue to grow and evolve with region, but under the
stewardship of the River Alliance, the Three Rivers Greenway will continue to be a great place in the
region and is worth of the Great Places in South Carolina designation.
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